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YouAttest Integration and a Group Access Review  
w/ JumpCloud Guide 

 

JumpCloud Admin View/Actions: 2 

1. Obtain the API key from JumpCloud IDAAS instance 2 

2. Input your JumpCloud API key into the YouAttest tenant. 2 

3. You can now see that the integration is complete - and that YouAttest is now connected to 

your JumpCloud IDAAS tenant. 3 

4. This is the view of your groups via the JumpCloud IDAAS tenant.  (Just to show what the 

JumpCloud identity groups are) 3 

5. JumpCloud:  Showing the Users INSIDE the JumpCloud identity groups. 4 

6. Now let's get started w/ a YouAttest Audit! We will have a YouAttest admin creating an 

attestation campaign (an identity audit) of the JumpCloud IDAAS instance. 4 

7. Important!  This is where you get to select a JumpCloud identity group to be audited. 5 

8. This is the JumpCloud identity groups - but seen through the YouAttest console.  A 

YouAttest risk manager can determine which group(s) need to be audited. 5 

9. This is still the YouAttest admin – he is determining which groups need to be reviewed and 

who the delegation is to be sent out for review 6 

10. The Admin decides to delegate/assign a user to a Reviewer. 6 

Review Actions (E.G. Manager) 7 

11. The Reviewer receives an email alert upon delegation along with the link to the 

attestation campaign. 7 

12. Once inside the campaign, the reviewer can certify/revoke or further delegate. 7 

YouAttest Admin View/Actions: 8 

13. The Admin, upon completion of the access review, can execute the actions inside 

JumpCloud from within the YouAttest console by pressing the Execute button. 8 

14. Inside the JumpCloud group, the user whose access has been revoked, will show as Not-

Bound to that group unlike others that have been certified. 8 

15. Final report can be downloaded in pdf or csv format from YouAttest. 9 

16. Example of downloaded CSV report of the JumpCloud Identity Audit 9 

17. Example of downloaded PDF report of the JumpCloud Identity Audit 10 
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JumpCloud Admin View/Actions: 

 

1. Obtain the API key from JumpCloud IDAAS instance 

 

 

2. Input your JumpCloud API key into the YouAttest tenant. 
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3. You can now see that the integration is complete - and that YouAttest is now 
connected to your JumpCloud IDAAS tenant. 

 

 

4. This is the view of your groups via the JumpCloud IDAAS tenant.  (Just to show what 
the JumpCloud identity groups are) 
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5. JumpCloud:  Showing the Users INSIDE the JumpCloud identity groups. 

 

 

6. Now let's get started w/ a YouAttest Audit! We will have a YouAttest admin creating 
an attestation campaign (an identity audit) of the JumpCloud IDAAS instance. 
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7. Important!  This is where you get to select a JumpCloud identity group to be audited. 

 

 

8.   This is the JumpCloud identity groups - but seen through the YouAttest console.  A 
YouAttest risk manager can determine which group(s) need to be audited. 
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9.   This is still the YouAttest admin – he is determining which groups need to be 
reviewed and who the delegation is to be sent out for review 

 

 

10. The Admin decides to delegate/assign a user to a Reviewer. 
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Review Actions (E.G. Manager) 

11. The Reviewer receives an email alert upon delegation along with the link to the 
attestation campaign. 

 

 

12. Once inside the campaign, the reviewer can certify/revoke or further delegate. 
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YouAttest Admin View/Actions: 

13. The Admin, upon completion of the access review, can execute the actions inside 
JumpCloud from within the YouAttest console by pressing the Execute button. 

 

 

 

14. Inside the JumpCloud group, the user whose access has been revoked, will show as 
Not-Bound to that group unlike others that have been certified. 
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15. Final report can be downloaded in pdf or csv format from YouAttest. 

 

 

16. Example of downloaded CSV report of the JumpCloud Identity Audit 
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17. Example of downloaded PDF report of the JumpCloud Identity Audit 
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